
CrossFit Bikes, Treadmills etc

If you're in the market for a "traditional" commercial rowing machine then we have 
the new Blade 2.0 fan rower to whet your whistle. With it's folding frame, heavily 
engineered structure and wheels, moving the Blade 2.0 presents no problems 
which is a good thing as it's twice as heavy as it's

RRP: £1,690.00

Our Price: £1,599.00
You Save: £91.00 - 5 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/blade2-rower

The Curve 2.0 Treadmill has rapidly become one of our top selling commercial 
treadmills not just for HIIT crossfit and commercial gyms but for the home training 
athlete that wants a top grade curved treadmill for intense and consistent training 
at home.

RRP: £7,390.00

Our Price: £6,999.00
You Save: £391.00 - 5 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/curved-treadmill-2

Tornado Air Bike (BLACK)
BEST SELLER of 2018/19
Full Commercial rated Tornado Fan Bike. Set to rival the limited offerings already 
available. The reality of the situation is the simple choice between the Assault 
AirBike and this Tornado Air Bike and . 

RRP: £1,790.00

Our Price: £939.99
You Save: £850.01 - 47 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/tornado-air-fan-bike-black

The Assault AirBike Classic by Assault Fitness Products was our go-to air-bike for 
cross-fit but with the advent of other brands snapping at it's heels we're finding the 
heavily engineered Tornado Air-Bike now dominating both domestic and 
commercial sales alike. 

RRP: £790.00

Our Price: £741.66
You Save: £48.34 - 6 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/assault-airbike
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Tornado Air Bike (Fan Bike)
BEST SELLER
Full Commercial rated Tornado Fan Bike. Set to rival the limited offerings already 
available. The reality of the situation is the simple choice between the Assault 
AirBike and this Tornado Air Bike and . 

RRP: £1,790.00

Our Price: £999.00
You Save: £791.00 - 44 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/tornado-air-fan-bike

Image Unavailable A revolutionary new concept from the Assault Fitness team, the Air Runner 
Treadmill features a concave deck which is highly ergonomic, and is motor and 
cable-less allowing for the freedom to position it wherever you wish.

RRP: £4,162.50

Our Price: £3,332.50
You Save: £830.00 - 20 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/assault-airrunner-treadmill

The RAZE Renegade Air Bike is without doubt on a par with the very best air and 
fan bikes on the market. Using similar high quality components and poly-belt drive 
as found on our best selling Tornado fan bike the Renegade Air Bike is suitable 
for any full-commercial gym or Crossfit box.

RRP: £1,416.66

Our Price: £1,233.00
You Save: £183.66 - 13 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/raze-renegade-air-bike

Riding on the back of the phenomenal success of the Assault AirBike and the 
more recently updated AirBike 2.0, Assault Fitness Products have launched the 
Elite Assault Air Bike. It's bigger, heavier and even more robust but with a sleeker 
look more befitting of a high-end gym rather than...

Price: £1,333.33

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/elite-assault-airbike

The RAZE Renegade Air Rower Delivering strong resistance with a combination 
of air and magnets, giving you the perfect rowing machine for HIIT workouts in the 
gym or at home.

RRP from: £1,208.33

Our Price from£1,087.00
You Save: £121.33 - 10 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/raze-renegade-rower
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Stairmaster HIITMill - Performance track training without the space requirements. 
The StairMaster HIITMill is the first product in Stairmaster High Intensity Interval 
Training range and by taking the ergonomics of a traditional sled/track pull and 
combining tried and tested fitness equipment tech...

RRP: £3,220.00

Our Price: £2,495.00
You Save: £725.00 - 23 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/stairmaster-hiitmill

Stairmaster HIITMill X- Performance track training without the space 
requirements. The StairMaster HIITMill -X is the same beasting machine as the 
regular HIITMill only now it's got the added "fun" of plate load farmers walk 
handles. Big gym training in a small gym space.

RRP: £4,055.00

Our Price: £2,971.00
You Save: £1,084.00 - 27 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/stairmaster-hiitmill-x
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